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Abstract
A study of neutral-current four-fermion processes is performed using a data sample corresponding to 55.3 pb 1 of 
integrated luminosity collected by the L3 detector at LEP at an average centre-of-mass energy of 183 GeV. The 
neutral-current four-fermion cross sections for final states with a pair of charged leptons plus jets and with four charged 
leptons are measured to be consistent with the Standard Model predictions.
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Events with fermion pair masses close to the Z boson mass are selected in all observable final states and the ZZ 
production cross section is measured to be sZZ = 0.30 ' 0.i6 q °o3 pb, in agreement with the Standard Model expectation. No 
evidence for the existence of anomalous triple gauge boson ZZZ and ZZg couplings is found and limits on these couplings 
are set. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Neutral current four-fermion final states are an 
important class of events to be studied at LEP for 
two main reasons. Firstly, the study of these events 
carries new experimental information about the 
structure of electroweak interactions [1,2], thus al­
lowing new tests of Standard Model (SM) predic­
tions in e ' e collisions at energies never attained 
before. Secondly, measurements of their production 
rates and distributions differing from the expecta­
tions of the SM could signal the existence of new 
physics.
In this paper we describe a study of four-fermion 
events produced via the exchange of neutral gauge 
bosons. They arise from several production mecha­
nisms, as shown in Fig. 1. At the centre-of-mass 
energy of 183 GeV the production of two on-shell Z 
bosons is possible. If the exchanged bosons are both 
Z, the contribution of the conversion diagram is 
dominant in the SM.
We report the results of the analysis of final states 
with a pair of charged leptons and jets, /qy qq (/ 
= e, m, t), and with four charged leptons,
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T = 181.74 GeV, 49.6 pb"1 at Is = 182.72 GeV 
and 1.8 pb"1 at ' = 183.81 GeV.
The EXCALIBUR [5] Monte Carlo is used to 
simulate the neutral-current four-fermion events. 
Background from fermion-pair production is simu­
lated with PYTHIA 5.72 [6] (e+e"™ qq(g)), KO- 
RALZ 4.02 [7] (eqe"™ m+ m"(T) and eqe"™ 
t+t"(g)) and BHAGENE 3 [8] (eqe"™ eqe"(g)). 
Background from charged-current four-fermion pro­
cesses is generated with EXCALIBUR for eneqq and 
land KORALW 1.21 [9] for on-shell 
WqW" production. Contributions from multiperiph­
eral processes are studied using events generated 
with PHOJET 1.05c [10] (eqe"™ eqe"qq) and 
DIAG36 [11] (eqe"™ eqeV").
The L3 detector response is simulated using the 
GEANT 3.15 program [12], which takes into account 
the effects of energy loss, multiple scattering and 
showering in the detector. The GEISHA program 
[13] is used to simulate hadronic interactions in the 
detector.
/V V 'V'-. The cross section of these processes is 
measured. The results of an analysis of neutral-cur­
rent four-fermion events from the data collected at 
centre-of-mass energies of 161 GeV and 172 GeV 
are reported in Ref. [3].
Events with fermion pair masses close to the Z 
boson mass are selected in /V - qq and 
/V V 'V'- final states, as well as in final states 
with two charged leptons and missing energy, 
/V- nn, with jets and missing energy, qqnn, and 
with four jets, qqq'q'. The data show evidence of 
on-shell ZZ production, for which the cross section 
is measured. The results of the ZZ analysis are 
interpreted in terms of anomalous ZZZ and ZZg 
couplings.
2. Data and Monte Carlo samples
The data analysed were collected by the L3 detec­
tor [4] at LEP in 1997 and correspond to an inte­
grated luminosity of 55.3 pb-1 at an average centre- 
of-mass energy of 182.7 GeV. The actual centre-of- 
mass energies and luminosities are: 3.9 pb-1 at
3. Study of four-fermion production
The four-fermion signal is defined using gener­
ated eqe-™/V-qq and eqe-™/V 
events requiring a minimum momentum of the out­
going fermions of 1 GeV, a minimum invariant mass 
of each combination of two fermions of 1 GeV and a 
minimum value of the polar angle U of the outgoing 
fermions with respect to the beam axis of 5°. The 
predicted cross sections for four-fermion events are 
reported in Table 1.
Two different selections are developed, one for 
the / V- qq and another for the /V / ' V'- final 
states.
3.1. The / V - qq event selection
The /V- qq events are characterised by hadronic 
jets and a pair of leptons isolated from the hadronic 
system. Only configurations with a pair of isolated 
electrons or muons are investigated. No dedicated 
selection of t+t- qq events is performed. At least 5 
tracks and 15 calorimetric clusters are required. The 
visible energy must be larger than 0.5/s . The energy 
of each lepton is required to be at least 3 GeV. The
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Table 1
Cross sections calculated with EXCALIBUR for the four-fermion processes at 182.72 GeV centre-of-mass energy using the signal definition 
given in the text
/ V " qq 
final states
s(pb. / v v ' v ' - 
final states
s (pb. / v " ' v ' " 
final states
s(pb.
e+e"qq 1.42 e+e-e+e" 0.31 m+m"m+m" 0.006
m+ m" qq 0.18 e + e-m+ m" 0.33 m+m"t+t" 0.013
t +t"qq 0.18 e+e"t+t" 0.33 t+t"t+t" 0.006
background comes from hadronic events like those 
produced by eqe-™ qq(g) and eqe-™ Wq W- 
processes.
The distributions of the invariant mass of the two 
selected leptons and their recoil mass are shown for 
the data and the SM expectations, in Fig. 2a and b. 
The number of observed events, of expected signal 
and background events, as well as signal efficiencies, 
are reported in Table 2.
3.2. The / +Z /' +Z' event selection 
in the event. The visible energy must be larger than 
0.2T. At least four leptons are required in the 
event. If there is an energy deposition in the low 
polar angle calorimeters, three identified leptons suf­
fice. At least two of the selected leptons must have 
the same flavour. A minimum energy of 2 GeV for 
electrons and 3 GeV for muons and taus is required. 
Background comes from lepton pair production 
(e ' e-™/V- (g)) with photon radiation.
The distributions of the highest invariant mass of 
the pair of leptons of the same flavour and their
To reject high multiplicity events, we require less 
than 10 tracks and less than 15 calorimetric clusters Table 2
Fig. 2. The invariant mass of the electron and muon pairs (a) and 
their recoil mass (b) after the /' T- qq selection; the highest 
invariant mass of the pair of leptons of the same flavour (c) and 
their recoil mass (d) after the /' f P'+Zselection.
Mrec(GeV)
Number of expected four-fermion and background events and 
number of observed data events after the /+/ " qq and 
/ +T"/ ' ' / '" selections. The signal efficiencies are also reported
Process Expected events Signal efficiency
(%)
/+ T" qq selection
e+ e" qq 6.1 " 0.3 7.7
m+ m" qq 1.60 " 0.06 16.0
/" qq 7.7 " 0.3 7.8
/ "/ V " 0.12 " 0.02 0.2
/" qq+ /V"T V " 7.8 " 0.3
Background 1.6 " 0.1
Total events 9.5 " 0.3
Data 12
/"/' ' l' " selection
e+ e" e+ e" 2.65 " 0.03 15.3
e+ e"m+ m" 1.61 " 0.04 8.9
e+ e" t+ t" 0.48 " 0.02 2.7
m+ m” m+ m" 0.093 " 0.003 26.4
m+ m"t+1" 0.103 " 0.004 14.3
t+1" t+1" 0.023 " 0.001 6.4
/ "l " 4.96 " 0.05 9.1
/V" qq 0.10 " 0.03 0.1
/"Z V" + Z+Z" qq 5.06 " 0.06
Background 5.4 " 1.1
Total events 10.5 " 1.1
Data 12
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recoil mass are shown for the data and the SM 
expectations in Figs. 2c and d. The number of ob­
served events, of expected signal and background 
events, as well as signal efficiencies, are reported in 
Table 2.
3.3. Measurement of the four-fermion cross section
The cross sections s. and s,of
the eqe ™/q -qq and eqe-q—,qf ’- pro­
cesses are determined in a two-variable maximum­
likelihood fit, as described in Ref. [3]. The fit is 
based on Poisson statistics and takes into account 
small cross efficiencies between the selections. Sys­
tematic errors on signal and background expectations 
are estimated by varying the selection cuts within the 
experimental resolutions. Further uncertainties arise 
from limited Monte Carlo statistics. The systematic 
error induced on the measured cross section by the 
uncertainties on signal and background predictions is 
determined as the standard deviation of the distribu­
tion of the cross section values obtained by varying 
signal and background predictions according to 
Gaussian distributions with standard deviations equal 
to their errors.
The measured cross sections are
szV-qq = 2.4i°o:?± 0.1 pb, 
sz q -/+/-= 1.3-0:6 ± 0.ipK 
where the first error is statistical and the second is 
systematic. These results agree with the SM expecta­
tions of 1.8 pb and 1.0 pb, respectively.
4. Study of on-shell ZZ production
The on-shell ZZ signal is defined by phase-space 
cuts at generator level requiring that the masses of 
the generated fermion pairs in the final state, Mff 
and Mfp, be in the range between 70 GeV and 105 
GeV. In the final states with electrons, these are 
required to be in the polar angular range |cos 0e | - 
0.95. In final states with four fermions of the same 
flavour, for at least one of the two possible fermion 
pair combinations, the fermion pair masses must be 
in the range mentioned above. In the final states 
uudd, ccss and nv^f - (Z = e,m,t), there is a 
large contribution from W exchange. To reduce this 
contribution we require that the masses of the fermion 
pairs susceptible to come from a W decay be either 
smaller than 75 GeV or larger than 85 GeV. The 
distributions of the masses generated by the EX­
CALIBUR Monte Carlo at 's = 182.72 GeV for 
eqe_™ qqq'q' and eqe~™/~qq events before 
and after the generator level cuts described above are 
shown in Fig. 3.
The total expected ZZ cross section is 0.25 pb at 
T = 182.72 GeV. Contributions from different final 
states are reported in Table 3. In some cases there 
are relevant contributions from processes other than 
the on-shell ZZ production. Low-mass fermion pairs 
are abundantly produced by photon mediated conver­
sion and annihilation processes in which, in case of 
final states with fermion pairs of the same flavour, 
one combination can satisfy our mass requirements. 
Final states with electrons or electron neutrinos have 
large contributions from multiperipheral and 
charged-current exchange processes.
Fig. 3. The EXCALIBUR generated distributions of the quark pair 
mass before (full line) and after (dashed line) generator cuts, as 
described in the text, for the (a) eq e- ™ qqq’ q’ and the (b) 
eq e- ™ Zq f- qq events at 's = 182.72 GeV. The number of 
events is normalised to 55.3 pb- 1 of luminosity.
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Table 3
Cross sections calculated with EXCALIBUR for the ZZ signal at centre-of-mass energy of 182.72 GeV
ZZ ™ s(fb. ZZ ™ S<lb> ZZ ™ s (fb. ZZ ™ s <lb>
uuuu 4.89 uudd 8.39 uucc 6.88
uuss 8.50 dddd 5.60 ddss 10.5 Eqqq'q' 116
uuVeve 3.35 uuvpvp 3.85 ddveve 4.10
ddvpvp 4.76 Eqqvv 63.0
uue + e - 3.31 uup+ p- 2.21 dde + e - 3.86
ddp + p - 2.73 E l V -qq 43.4
e + e- veve 1.49 e+e-vpvp 1.73 p+p-VeVe 1.09
p + p-vpvp 1.19 p + p-VTVT 1.24 E /+/ - vv 12.0
e+e-e+e- 1.43 e+e-p+p- 1.30 p+ p-p+ p- 0.88
p +p-T+T- 0.71 E l+ ' V ' 6.50
veveveve 0.78 vevevpvp 1.87 vpvpvpvp 1.04
VpvpVTVT 2.16 Evvv' v' 8.76
Efff' f' 250
The ZZ cross section rises steeply in the centre- 
of-mass energy range investigated and amounts to 
0.19 pb and 0.32 pb at 4s = 181.74 GeV and 183.81 
GeV, respectively. However, the luminosity weighted 
average of the expected cross section is not altered 
from the value given above and the uncertainty of 
the LEP beam energy of 25 MeV [14] does not lead 
to a sizeable error on it.
Different event selections, for / V- qq, 
/VV + '-, l- vv, qqvv and qqq'q' final states 
are optimised for events with high mass fermion 
pairs.
4.1. The e + e ™ ZZ V - qq event selection
Selections for each final state with electrons, 
muons and taus are performed. Events are accepted 
if they pass at least one of the selections.
A common preselection is applied requiring high 
multiplicity events with more than 9 tracks and more 
than 15 calorimetric clusters. The visible energy 
must be larger than 0.8/s, 0.74s and 0.4/s for 
events with electron, muon and tau pairs, respec­
tively. The electron energy is required to be in the 
range between 20 GeV and 60 GeV whereas the 
muon energy must be larger than 20 GeV for muons 
identified in the muon spectrometer and larger than 6 
GeV for muons identified by their characteristic 
signature of a minimum ionising particle. The open­
ing angle between the two electrons or muons and 
the two jets has to exceed 120°. The e + e-qq and 
p+ pqq events are subject to the DURHAM algo­
rithm [15] with log( Y34) >-6, Y34 being the value 
of the jet resolution parameter for which the event 
goes from a four-jet to a three-jet topology. For the 
e ' e- qq channel we require in addition the invariant 
mass of the two electrons to be larger than 70 GeV 
and the ratio of the missing transverse momentum to 
the visible energy to be less than 0.1.
Two independent analyses are performed for the 
t+t- qq events: a selection based on tau identifica­
tion and a jet based selection. An event is accepted if 
it satisfies either of the two selections. In the first 
selection, tau leptons are identified via their decay 
into isolated electrons or muons, or as an isolated 
low-multiplicity jet with 1 or 3 tracks and unit 
charge. The visible energy must be less than 0.954s 
and the missing momentum parallel to the beam axis 
smaller than 30 GeV. In the jet based selection, the 
event is forced into four jets using the DURHAM 
algorithm. Two of the jets must have less than 4 
tracks. These jets are then considered as t candi­
dates. The visible mass must be less than 0.87/7, 
the ratio between missing and visible energy be less 
than 0.25 and the ratio between the missing momen­
tum parallel and transverse to the beam axis be less 
than 3. In both selections, the opening angle between 
the two t candidates and between the two jets must
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Table 4
Signal efficiencies, expected number of signal and background 
events and data for all ZZ final states investigated
Process Signal (%) Signal Background Data
ZZ ™ efficiency events events events
e ' e " qq 79 0.79 + 0.03 0.29+ 0.04 2
mq m" qq 58 0.42 + 0.02 0.09+ 0.01 0
t + t" qq 36 0.26 + 0.01 0.85+ 0.13 0
l "Z ' V ' " 15-78 0.13 + 0.01 0.12+ 0.03 0
/V" vV 33-37 0.18 + 0.02 1.23 + 0.12 2
qqvv 47 1.64+ 0.07 13.0+ 0.7 12
qqqX qX 34 2.26+ 0.14 46+ 2 47
be larger than 130°. Their invariant masses must be 
within 70 GeV and 120 GeV. The invariant masses 
of the tau pair and of the jet pair are calculated from 
a kinematic fit twice, once imposing four-momentum 
conservation and a second time imposing in addition 
that the masses be equal. The ratios of the masses 
resulting from the two fits are required to be between 
0.8 and 1.2.
The results for the /V " qq event selections are 
summarised in Table 4. The background is domi­
nated by W ' W" ™/nqq events (55%). The remain­
ing background consists of eq e" ™ qq( g ) (22%) and 
neutral-current four-fermion events (23%) outside 
the ZZ signal definition cuts. The errors on signal 
and background predictions are dominated by uncer­
tainties in the energy scale, the lepton identification 
and isolation. An error of 15% on the expected
Fig. 4. Event selected by the e + e-™ ZZ +Z-qq selection. Displayed are the tracks in the central tracking chamber (TEC) and the
energy depositions in the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters. Two electrons and two jets are present in the event. 
Mee and Mqq are the electron pair and the jet pair masses after kinematic fit imposing total four-momentum conservation. M5C is the mass 
resulting from the kinematic fit imposing in addition equal electron pair and jet pair masses. 
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number of background events and 4% on the signal 
efficiency is assigned.
One of the two selected events in the data is 
shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum of the mass obtained 
from a kinematic fit, imposing four-momentum con­
servation and equal masses of the lepton and the jet 
pair, M5C, is shown in Fig. 5.
4.2. The e + e " ™ ZZ ~ event selec­
tion
The ZZ qselection is developed 
for all charged leptonic final states other than 
T t~ T T events. At least four leptons are required 
in the event. The electrons must have an energy of at 
least 15 GeV, relaxed to 3 GeV for other leptons. 
The invariant masses of the combinations of two 
same flavour leptons are then calculated and the 
lepton pair whose mass is the closest to the Z boson 
mass is chosen. This mass and the recoil mass to the 
chosen lepton pair are required to be in the range 
between 70 GeV and 105 GeV. The distribution of 
the average of the two masses, Mav, is shown in Fig. 
6a.
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Fig. 6. (a) The average of the lepton pair mass closest to the Z 
boson mass and its recoil mass, Mav, after the /+Z~ f'+A’ 
selection, (b) the sum of the visible mass and the recoil mass after 
the / V " vv and (c) the qqvv selections and (d) the j variable 
(see text) after the qqq' q' selection.
Fig. 5. Distribution of M5C, the mass obtained from a kinematic 
fit imposing four-momentum conservation and equal masses of 
the lepton pair and the jet pair, after the /q~ qq selections.
The main background in this selection is consti­
tuted by lepton pair production and neutral-current 
four-fermion events outside the ZZ signal definition 
cuts. The signal efficiency depends on the final state, 
ranging from 15% for e+e_T+T_ events up to 78% 
for e+e_m + m_ events. The signal efficiency, the 
expected signal and background and the observed 
events are reported in Table 4. The errors on the 
expected signal and background events are due to the 
lepton identification and the limited Monte Carlo 
statistics, the latter giving the dominant contribution 
to the error on the background expectation. Errors of 
25% and 10% are assigned to the expected number 
of background and signal events, respectively.
4.3. The e q e ZZ >/ ~ ' vv event selection
The /~vv events, with / either a muon or an 
electron, are selected requiring two same flavour 
leptons. These event are required to have less than 3 
tracks, less than 6 calorimetric clusters and a visible 
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energy in the range between 80 GeV and 100 GeV. 
In order to remove the background from lepton pair 
production we select only events with |cos9miss| < 0.7 
and 129° < a < 178°, where 9miss is the polar angle 
of the missing momentum and a the angle between 
the leptons. The contribution from cosmic rays is 
suppressed requiring at least one scintillator in time 
in events with muon pairs. The lepton pair mass, 
Mvis, must be in the range 70 GeV to 105 GeV and 
the mass recoiling against the leptons, Mrec , in the 
range 70 GeV to 100 GeV. The dominant back­
ground is given by four-fermion events outside the 
ZZ signal definition cuts.
The sum of the visible and recoil masses, Mvis + 
Mrec , for the data and the expected background and 
signal is shown in Fig. 6b. The signal efficiency is 
37% for electron and 33% for muon events. The 
expected signal, background and the observed events 
are reported in Table 4. The errors on the expected 
signal and background events are due to the lepton 
identification and the limited Monte Carlo statistics. 
They are evaluated to be at most 10% for both signal 
and background.
4.4. The e ' e - ™ ZZ ™ qq nn event selection
High multiplicity hadronic events with at least 
four charged tracks are selected with energy deposi­
tion in the electromagnetic calorimeter larger than 10 
GeV. All calorimetric clusters in the event are com­
bined to form two hadronic jets using the DURHAM 
algorithm. The invariant mass of the two jets, Mvis, 
must be in the range 60 GeV to 125 GeV. The 
energy in the low polar angle calorimeters is re­
quired to be smaller than 10 GeV. These cuts reduce 
contributions from the purely leptonic final states 
e' e - V - (g) and multiperipheral interactions 
e'e -™ eqe - ff. The e'e -™ qq(g) events are re­
jected requiring the transverse missing energy to 
exceed 5 GeV and the longitudinal momentum not to 
exceed 40% of the visible energy. The missing mo­
mentum vector must point at least 17° away from the 
beam axis and the energy in the 25° azimuthal sector 
around its direction must be below 20 GeV.
In order to reduce the remaining background from 
e'e - ™ W ' W- production where one of the W 
bosons decays into leptons, events containing identi­
fied leptons with energy greater than 20 GeV are 
rejected. In addition, the solid angle defined by the 
directions of the three jets, formed using the 
DURHAM algorithm, must be smaller than 5.5 stera­
dians. The value of the jet resolution parameter of 
the JADE algorithm [16] for which the number of 
jets in the event changes from three to two must be 
smaller than 0.06, and the value for which the num­
ber of jets changes from four to three must be 
smaller than 0.02.
To further differentiate between the signal and the 
WW background, the discriminant variable NN is 
constructed using a neural network approach [17]. 
The inputs to the neural network include event shape 
variables, the event mass, the masses of the two jets 
and the total missing momentum. The signal events 
populate preferentially the region of high NN values. 
A lower cut on the NN variable is applied to max­
imise the signal to background ratio.
The signal efficiency, the expected signal and 
background and the observed events are reported in 
Table 4. The errors on signal and background expec­
tations are mainly determined by the uncertainty on 
the energy calibration and the limited Monte Carlo 
statistics: they are 4% and 5% for signal and back­
ground, respectively. The sum of the visible and 
recoil masses, Mvis + Mrec, for the data and the 
expected background and signal is shown in Fig. 6c. 
The signal events populate predominantly the region 
from 175 GeV to 183 GeV.
4.5. The e ' e - ™ ZZ ™ qqq'q' event selection
The qqq'q' events are selected and reconstructed 
into four jets as described in Ref. [18]. A kinematic 
fit imposing four-momentum conservation is applied 
to the four jets to improve the di-jet mass resolution. 
The four jets are paired into two di-jets, each of 
which is required to have more than four tracks, to 
suppress the contamination from t + t - qq events. Of 
the three possible pairing combinations, the one with 
minimum mass x2 to the assumption of a Z pair is 
chosen. The ZZ candidates are selected if M5C > 85 
GeV.
The expected signal, background and observed 
data events after selection are reported in Table 4. 
The errors on signal and background expectations 
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are mainly determined by the uncertainty on the 
energy calibration and the limited Monte Carlo 
statistics: they are 6% and 4% for signal and back­
ground, respectively.
A neural network method [17] is used to distin­
guish the e +e-™ ZZ ™ qqq'q' events from the 
e+e-™ qq(g) and e +e-™ W+ W- backgrounds. 
The input variables include the event thrust, the ratio 
of the transverse energy to the total energy, the Y34 
value, the ratios of the minimum to the maximum jet 
energies, the minimum and maximum opening an­
gles between jets, the di-jet masses and the x2 
values of equal mass fits for W ' W or ZZ pairs 
hypothesis. The three neural network outputs for 
e' e-™ qq(g), W' W- and ZZ events, denoted as 
NNqq, NNWW and NNZZ, respectively, and M5C are 
combined into the variable j = NNZZ (1 — NNqq )(1 
- NNWW )(2 M5C/ ' ). The j distribution for the 
data, the background and the ZZ signal is shown in 
Fig. 6d.
4.6. Measurement of the ZZ cross section
A binned Poissonian log-likelihood fit to the spec­
tra of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 is used to combine the results
Fig. 7. Separate and combined likelihoods as a function of the 
ratio between the measured ZZ cross section, sZZ, and the value 
predicted by the SM, ctZsm.
described above. In this fit the ratio of the measured 
cross section to the SM value as predicted by EX­
CALIBUR is determined from the maximum of the 
likelihood. The measured cross section is
_   on+ 0.22 + 0.07 uSZZ s 0.30 — 0.16 — 0.03 pb.
The systematic error is estimated taking into account 
the errors on signal and background expectations, 
given in Table 4, using a method similar to the one 
described in Section 3.3. This measured cross section 
value is in good agreement with the SM. At 95% 
confidence level one obtains 0.03 - sZZ - 0.79 pb, 
where the statistical and systematic errors have been 
combined in quadrature. Fig. 7 shows separately the 
likelihoods of the most significant analyses and the 
combined one as a function of the ratio of the 
measured to the SM cross section.
5. Limits on anomalous couplings
The most general Lorentz invariant expressions 
including anomalous couplings are given in Ref. 
[19]. Deviations from the SM are described by means 
of four anomalous couplings ff (i = 4,5;V = g,Z), 
where the V superscript corresponds to an anoma­
lous coupling ZZV. The anomalous couplings f5V 
lead to violation of C and P symmetries while f4V 
introduces CP violation. At tree level these couplings 
are zero in the SM.
In order to calculate the impact of anomalous 
couplings on the measured distributions in the pro­
cess e + e—™ ffff, the EXCALIBUR generator is 
extended [20]. All matrix elements of conversion 
diagrams with two Z bosons, MZZ ({pn}, A) are sup­
plemented by an additional term containing anoma­
lous couplings, Mac({pn},A,ff) [19], where {pn} 
represents the phase space variables and A the helici­
ties of initial and final state fermions.
Four-fermion Monte Carlo distributions for non­
zero anomalous couplings are obtained by reweight­
ing each event with the factor
w ({ p n}, Af )
' |(M4f({pn},A) + Mac({pn},Af ))) 
“ |M,f ({p n}, A) |2 ’ 
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where M4f({pv},l) is the SM amplitude for the 
four-fermion final states, including in addition to 
MZZ ({pn},l) also non-resonant diagrams. Initial state 
radiation is taken into account by evaluating the 
event weight at the centre-of-mass of the four-ferm­
ion system.
Using the distributions given in Figs. 5 and 6, a 
binned maximum likelihood fit is performed for each 
of the anomalous couplings fV fixing the others to 
zero. The results for all couplings are consistent with 
the SM values of zero and 95% confidence level 
limits on the parameters fV are set
-3.6 <f4Z < 3.4, -8.4 <f5Z < 7.9,
— 2.1 <fg< 2.1, -4.9 <fg< 4.8.
The couplings f are independent from the cou­
plings hZ measured in e'e ™ Z g [21]. These are 
the first limits given for the couplings f V.
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